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• Russia and Iran connect banking systems
• U.S. warns Turkey on exports to Russia's war effort
• We’ve seen true face of Iran, warns Israeli leader
• Russia threatens Israel against arming Ukraine
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Around the year 1,500 BCE, a Canaanite group that scholars call “Hyksos” and that
ancient Egyptians called “Am” left Egypt in a mass exodus. Scholars call this the “Hyksos
Expulsion”. At around the same time, the Bible tells us (in the Hebrew original) that the
“Am Israel” (i.e., the Israelites) followed Moses to the promised land. Prof Manfred Bietak
has been digging at Tell el-Daba’a in Egypt for over 40 years. He has identified it as
“Avaris”, the ancient Hyksos capital. Avaris is smack dab in the middle of the area the
Bible calls “Goshen” i.e., the area that the Israelites lived in prior to the Exodus. The word
“Avaris” means nothing in Egyptian. But, in the Torah, Joseph is repeatedly called a
“Hebrew” or “Ivri” in the Hebrew language. He is also repeatedly and curiously called “Ha
Ish”; “The Man” [11 times in 2 ch]. In other words, the word “Avaris” may very well be
related to Joseph, the “Ivri Ish”, or the “Hebrew Man” (Genesis 39:14). All this is lost in
translation when Joseph is simply called a “Hebrew”. Put differently, the so-called Hyksos
capital seems to be named after Joseph the “Ivri-ish” i.e., AvarIs (in its anglicized form).

The Times of Israel 
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Until recently, there has been nothing, other than an implicit and unwavering trust in the
accuracy of Biblical account of history, to verify the Exodus of Israel from Egypt as an
historical fact. Now we also have 3rd party verification. For years they were unable to find
anything to verify the Exodus, or the conquest of Canaan by Israelites, because they were
looking at too late a date (+/-1400 BC – i.e, “Rameses”), The Hyksos (shepherd-kings)
Dynasty came to Egypt from Palestine contemporary with the patriarchs, Joseph and
Moses. We know Joseph ruled over Egypt - one of the early "Hyksos"? Avaris is located in
the layer under Ramses. These findings date the Exodus and conquest of Canaan at +/-
1600 BC – and then all the evidence lines up. The interesting thing is that this lines up
with the date that bro Thomas gives in Chronikon Hebraikon for the Exodus (+/- 1600 BC).

Patterns of Evidence - Exodus

And they departed from Rameses in the first month, on the fifteenth day of the first month; on the
morrow after the passover the children of Israel went out with an high hand in the sight of all the
Egyptians. Num_33:3

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?version=KJV&search=Gen+42:30;+Gen+42:33;+Gen+43:3;+Gen+43:5-7;+Gen+43:11;+Gen+43:13-14;+Gen+44:26;
https://www.blueletterbible.org/kjv/Gen/39/14/


Iran and Russia have announced that they have connected their banking systems
as they seek to deepen their economic relationship through bypassing western
sanctions. The change allows transfers between the two countries without using the
Belgian-based Swift payments system that connects banks globally and often uses
America as an intermediary country. “Iranian banks no longer need to use Swift with
Russian banks, which can be for the opening of letters of credit and transfers or
warranties,” Mohsen Karimi, the deputy governor of Iran’s Central Bank, told the Fars
news agency. Iran has been banned from Swift since sanctions were reimposed by the
US in 2018, after it withdrew from the Iran nuclear deal. Many Russian banks have
been banned since the Russian invasion of Ukraine. The two countries have been slowly
building a somewhat uneasy partnership as they seek to bypass sanctions and help their
economies. According to Karimi about 800 banks, including 106 non-Russian banks, will
be connected to the Iranian system.

The Times, January 31, 2023
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One of the impacts of the war in Ukraine is that it has driven Russia and Iran together. It
is true they worked together before but the war has accelerated cooperation over the
last 6 months. Russia has had to rely on Iranian suicide drones to help it attack with
precision Ukraine’s energy infrastructure. This week they have announced how their
new connected banking systems can bypass sanctions. Effectively both nations have
become pariah states and therefore have to depend on each other much more. Again
with Bible in hand we can see how this was foretold in the book of Ezekiel where we
read that the first nation on the list of those supporting Russia’s invasion is…. Iran….

Russia and Iran connect banking systems to              
avoid western sanctions

Persia [Iran], Ethiopia, and Libya with them; all of them with shield and helmet: Gomer, and all his 
bands; the house of Togarmah of the north quarters, and all his bands: and many people with 
thee.

(Ezekiel 38:5-6) 



The United States warned Turkey in recent days about the export to Russia of chemicals,
microchips and other products that can be used in Moscow's war effort in Ukraine, and it
could move to punish Turkish companies or banks contravening sanctions. Brian Nelson,
the U.S. Treasury Department's top sanctions official, visited Turkish government and
private sector officials on Thursday and Friday to urge more cooperation in disrupting the
flow of such goods. In a speech to bankers, Nelson said a marked year-long rise in
exports to Russia leaves Turkish entities "particularly vulnerable to reputational and
sanctions risks", or lost access to G7 markets. "There is no surprise...that Russia is
actively looking to leverage the historic economic ties it has in Turkey," the official said.
"The question is what is the Turkish response going to be." Reuters reported in
December that at least $2.6 billion of computer and other electronic components flowed
into Russia in the seven months to Oct. 31. At least $777 million of these products were
made by Western firms whose chips have been found in Russian weapons systems.

Rueters, February 4, 2023
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Turkey & the US continue to be on at least a diplomatic collision course if not more.
Turkey is superficially a NATO member, but that relationship was formed in the days of the
Cold War when Turkey was under more pro-west leadership. This is the latest test to the
relationship. Also hovering is the Turkey's resistance to Finland's application to join the
NATO alliance. Turkey is the current host nation to Constantinople (aka Istanbul), the
home of the 4th Beast Dominion / “little horn of the Goat” - aka the Roman Empire. Bre
Thomas & Mansfield believed that at least a partial fulfillment of the Dan 11:40 prophecy
was the "push" from the K of S which took place when Britain expelled the Ottoman power
in 1920, but there may yet be more of that "push" to come from the US, causing Turkey to
be more receptive to the K of N when it comes against it as a "whirlwind".

U.S. warns Turkey on exports seen to boost 
Russia's war effort

And at the time of the end shall the king of the south push at him: and the king of the north shall
come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he
shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over. (Daniel 11:40) 



We’ve seen true face of Iran, warns Israeli leader 
Netanyahu
The Times, January 31, 2023
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Last Saturday an advanced weapons plant deep inside Iran was attacked with drones.
Shortly after Saudi Arabia media claimed that the attack was carried out by the US and
an allied force – almost certainly referring to Israel. On Monday, the Russian foreign
ministry condemned the attack as a provocation, warning that “this act of terror could
have unpredictable consequences.” Moscow has never used the term “terror” in
relation to Israel’s long offensive against Iranian military targets before. This is taken to
mean that Russia is warning Israel to back off from attacking sites in Iran. Russia
needs Iran to produces drones for its own war against Ukraine. Israel however wants to
stop Iran developing weapons that could one day be used against itself. The Bible says
that Iran will be allied with Russia when it one day invades Israel.

And thou shalt come from thy place out of the north parts, thou, and many people with thee, all of
them riding upon horses, a great company, and a mighty army: And thou shalt come up against
my people of Israel, as a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in the latter days,

(Ezekiel 38:15-16)

Binyamin Netanyahu said the world had seen the “true face of Iran” and its “barbarism”
as he met America’s top diplomat. Antony Blinken, the secretary of state, arrived in
Jerusalem after several days of violence between the Israelis and Palestinians. Iran
had accused Israel of using drones to attack a factory in the central city of
Isfahan after the violence. Separate air strikes on convoys in eastern Syria, killing at
least seven suspected militants, were also likely to have been launched by Israeli
aircraft, analysts said. Israel has not commented on the air strikes, but explosive
attacks on Iran have been a hallmark of Netanyahu’s previous terms in office. “They’ve
seen the barbarism of this regime against its own people.” Netanyahu said. “They’ve
seen how it exports aggression beyond its border and beyond the Middle East.” Blinken
expressed his support for the people of Israel as they “confront terrorism”.



Prime Minister Netanyahu is receiving enormous pressure from Western powers –
especially the United States – to supply Ukraine with the Iron Dome defense system.
This would be an extreme break with Netanyahu’s traditional “neutral” approach to
conflicts not directly involving Israel. However, given the fact that Iran is providing
advanced drones to Russia to use them against Ukraine – the same drones that are
being produced to potentially attack the State of Israel – Russia’s war against Ukraine
is increasingly becoming connected with Iran’s obsession with destroying Israel.
This connection does not seem to matter to Putin. Putin has already warned Israel
after the latter supposedly destroyed an advanced drone manufacturing facility
near Ifshan, Iran. Now with the latest reports indicating that Israel is mulling sending
Ukraine the Iron Dome system – Russia has begun to threaten serious
consequences if the deal goes through.

Israel Unwired, February 2, 2023
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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine IS increasingly becoming connected with the standoff
between Iran and Israel. Before Russia invades Israel there is an initial inner war
around Israel that Israel wins (but is left weakened.) Iran is almost certainly the power
behind the initial inner ring war. Almost every single nearby enemy of Israel is backed
and funded by Iran. Also, they tend to only act when their “master” (Iran) tells them to.
Psalm 83 details the ”tribes” that surround Israel calling for their destruction. We are
told that as well as ten tribes there is a nation “joined with them”. That nation is Assur.
Usually translated Assyria. The territory of Assur in ancient times covered Syria, Iraq
and western Iran. Iran will one day (soon) activate its proxy armies around Israel…

Russia threatens Israel against arming Ukraine

For they have consulted together with one consent: they are confederate against thee [Israel]: The
tabernacles of Edom, and the Ishmaelites; of Moab, and the Hagarenes; Gebal, and Ammon, and
Amalek; the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre; Assur also is joined with them: they have
holpen the children of Lot. Selah. (Psalm 83:5-7)



BBC, February 3, 2023
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Trouble is at hand with Israel. When Antony Blinken landed at Ben Gurion airport on
Monday he said he had arrived at a "pivotal moment". The new Israeli government is
asserting "exclusive" Jewish rights to all the land (ie ending any idea of a future
independent Palestinian state). There is an accelerating rate of bloodshed in the West
Bank. There is also the growing threat of Iran. Mr Blinken kept using two phrases,
"calling for calm" and "upholding our shared values". We know at some point Jerusalem
will be the epicenter of a worldwide conflict. It starts with people “round about” Israel – or
nearby or surrounding. But after this it draws in an outer ring of nations – Russia, Iran,
Turkey etc. We are now on “the brink”. Israel will almost certainly become headline news
very soon. But at this time we should look up for our redemption draws nigh….

Israel and Palestinian violence at critical point

And then shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory. And when 
these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption 
draweth nigh.

(Luke 21:27-28)

The UN envoy in Jerusalem has warned that surging violence in Israel and the
occupied Palestinian territories has brought the situation to "the brink". In a BBC
interview, Tor Wennesland called for "firm" diplomatic intervention to stem the bloodshed.
He also warned of further deterioration due to declining international support for the
Palestinian Authority (PA). "The UN cannot take over this responsibility, we cannot
govern Palestine," he said. In the last month, more than 35 Palestinians and seven
Israelis have been killed, following a year of spiralling violence involving near-nightly
Israeli military search and arrest raids and a spate of Palestinian attacks. It comes with
the most radically nationalist government in Israel's history now in power, which
has declared the principle of "exclusive" Jewish rights to all the land.



ADDITIONAL AND SUPPORTING ARTICLES

DebkaFile Review (world events through the bi-focals of Israeli military intelligence)

2023-01-12 Why is Russia replacing its top military commander in Ukraine again- - International News - 5.38 min - YouTube

2023-01-16 Russia to deliver Su-35 fighter jets to Iran in three months

Animated  Map - Indo-European migrations - File-Indo-European migrations.gif - Wikipedia

2023-02-03 US warns Turkiye to stop exports to Russia, says 'it will empower Ukraine's war efforts' - WION - 1.26 min - YouTube

2023-01-13 Thousands of Israelis rally against Netanyahu government - AP News

2023-01-11 Is AI going to replace your brain -Gravitas- 7.20 min - YouTube

2023-01-20 US hopes to convince Turkey to lift objections for NATO expansion - English News - WION - 10.28 min - YouTube

2023-01-18 Top Israeli Official to Visit Ukraine; Russia Threatens NUCLEAR WAR if Defeated - Watchman - 12.10 min - YouTube

2023-01-25 Netanyahu SURPRISE Visit to Jordan, Talks Temple Mount with King Abdullah - Watchman  - 9.55 min - YouTube

2023-01-13 Iranian Navy Sending Ships to Panama Canal, Says Commander - USNI News

2023-01-24 Israel & U.S. Launch MASSIVE Joint Military Drill; WARNING to Iran & China- - Watchman - 10.15 min - YouTube

2015 Patterns of Evidence- Exodus

TV-7 Israel News  

2023-01-20 Russia-Ukraine War- US, Germany tries to resolve differences over tanks for Ukraine - WION - 5.56 min - YouTube

Watchman Newscast  

2023-01-21 It's official, NATO is split on Ukraine - Gravitas - 7.58 min - YouTube

2023-02-04 Why Israel carrying out Drone strikes attack on Iran - How are they doing it (route) - Geopolitics - 13.55 min - YouTube

2023-01-16 Big surprise to Russian army- Chechen elite battalions suddenly appeared in Ukraine! - 8.56 min - YouTube

2023-01-26 Turkey’s Erdogan THREATENS Greece & BLOCKS Sweden; Will NATO Expel Turkey- - Watchman - 11.57 min - YouTube

2023-01-19 Israel formally requests 25 F-15 EX from the US - Breaking Defense

2023-02-01 Israel Airstrikes Target Hamas; U.S. Forces SEIZE Massive Iran Weapons Shipment - Watchman - 11.20 min - YouTube

2023-01-27 Israel ON EDGE as Jerusalem Synagogue Targeted in DEADLY Terror Attack - Watchman Newscast - 9.01 min - YouTube

https://www.debka.com/review/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gfo5jgym_go
https://www.trtworld.com/middle-east/russia-to-deliver-su-35-fighter-jets-to-iran-in-three-months-64529
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Indo-European_migrations.gif#/media/File:Indo-European_migrations.gif
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOZxYnihioI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOZxYnihioI
https://apnews.com/article/politics-israel-government-protests-and-demonstrations-benjamin-netanyahu-6e1a649c7f1e8420a718a4cab90f2269
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8b7XK9lG5h8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r2t7T41Cls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeMZ7YkHshs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfheFEKLkH8
https://news.usni.org/2023/01/13/iranian-navy-sending-ships-to-panama-canal-says-commander
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=htsmKJ6aeVA
https://tubitv.com/movies/500738/patterns-of-evidence-exodus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzvrBjIeGP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oww6B6PYr-M
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD8YGIxFCnVqv-ZGqgtVWAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTFYjcz3eQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLUHSIYoN2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VPtZT3M7mCg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVjCHyP3KRc
https://breakingdefense.com/2023/01/israel-formally-requests-25-f-15-ex-from-the-us-sources/#:%7E:text=A%20defense%20source%20told%20Breaking,US%20to%20condense%20that%20timeline.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2eo4qrhQt8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7RCsxEYRBk
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• Moscow warns they will ‘gain world’s attention’ soon

• US to provide long-range missiles in latest aid package
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The Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has sent an ominous message that
Russian diplomats are working on something huge to “gain the world’ attention”
for an “anniversary” attack as 500,000 Russian troops are ready “at the borders.” Lavrov
told state TV that Russia will come out from the current situation much stronger and will
be better able to defend themselves. Lavrov warned that Moscow will respond to the
West sending longer range missiles and said that their support for Kyiv is playing a
crucial role in how Russia responds. Ukrainian intelligence chiefs have confirmed
that around 500,000 troops will “try something” to launch a new “anniversary”
attack on 24 February in Ukraine. Oleksiy Danilov, secretary of Ukraine’s national
security and defence council, said, “Now they are preparing for maximum activation, and
they believe that by the anniversary they should have some achievements. “There is no
secret that they are preparing for a new wave by February 24, as they themselves say.”

Independent, February 2, 2023
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There are some who believe that Russia is already defeated in Ukraine but this is far
from the truth. Although the war has not gone to plan for Putin he is far from defeated
and ready to give up. Many reports say that up to 500,000 troops could be involved in
another onslaught later this month. Russia continues to threaten the use of nuclear
weapons and this week have said something “huge” is planned soon for Ukraine. The
fact is that Putin cannot afford to fail and walk away with nothing. Neither is it likely
Russia will take over the entire country of Ukraine. For around 15 years we have
identified the eastern part of Ukraine as being part of the original Magog. It is probable
that Putin would settle for those annexed parts – thereby fulfilling Ezekiel 38 verse 2.

Moscow warns they will ‘gain world’s attention’            
for an ‘anniversary’ attack

Son of man, set thy face against Gog, of the land of Magog, the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal,
and prophesy against him, And say, Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I am against thee, O Gog,
the chief prince of Meshech and Tubal:

(Ezekiel 38:2 RSV) 



The US says additional military aid to Ukraine worth $2.2bn (£1.83bn) will include
long-range missiles capable of doubling its attack range. It brings the total amount of
military aid given to Ukraine to more than $29.3bn (£24.31bn) since February 2022. The
package includes ground-launched small-diameter bombs (GLSDB) which can hit targets
150km (93 miles) away. But officials refused to be drawn on speculation that the
munitions could be used to attack parts of annexed Crimea. "When it comes to Ukrainian
plans on operations, clearly that is their decision," Pentagon spokesperson Brig Gen Pat
Ryder told reporters. "This gives them a longer-range capability, long-range fires
capability, that will enable them, again, to conduct operations in defence of their country
and take back their sovereign territory, Russian-occupied areas.” Previously, Ukraine's
longest range weapon was the Himars rocket system, which can hit targets at a range of
up to 80km (50 miles). Kyiv used the system to devastating effect during its counter-
offensive in the south and east last year.

BBC, February 3, 2023
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At the start of the Ukraine war the equipment sent to them by Britain and America was
tame compared to what is being promised and shipped there now. Small anti tank
rockets that have a range of a few miles now pales into insignificance to the long range
missiles that can fly around 100 miles with precision. This high tech weaponry is
goading Russia. The Bible says that that king of the south (US/UK) will ”push” at Gog –
the king of the north. The word push means to “gore” as with a horn of a bull or goat. A
horn is a long sharp spike that is unlikely to kill but very likely to cause pain. Missiles
themselves are similar – they cause pain but are unlikely to cause death (total defeat).

US to provide long-range missiles in latest aid 
package

And at the time of the end shall the king of the south push at him: and the king of the north shall
come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with horsemen, and with many ships; and he
shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass over.

(Daniel 11:40) 
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